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Proposal [Fia14], proposals [SR16], proposed [WFRN14], proportion [BdMA14], proportions [CKR14].

Proposal [Fia14], proposals [SR16], proposed [WFRN14], proportion [BdMA14], proportions [CKR14].

Proposal [Fia14], proposals [SR16], proposed [WFRN14], proportion [BdMA14], proportions [CKR14].

Proposal [Fia14], proposals [SR16], proposed [WFRN14], proportion [BdMA14], proportions [CKR14].

Proposal [Fia14], proposals [SR16], proposed [WFRN14], proportion [BdMA14], proportions [CKR14].

Proposal [Fia14], proposals [SR16], proposed [WFRN14], proportion [BdMA14], proportions [CKR14].


**T** [Bor14a, Hak14]. **Table** [Ano16a, Ano16c, Ano16g, Ano16r, Ano16u, Ano16v, Ano16w, Ano17i, Ano17m, Ano17n, Ano17o, Ano17p, Ano17q, Ano17r, Ano17s, Ano17t, Ano17u]. **Tables** [CHH14, HCKH15]. **tablet** [MD16]. **Tackling** [Cox15]. **tactics** [XJBK17]. **tag** [BAG17, MBAG16, TTH16]. **tagging** [Cho15, CS16c, ILTBH15, PHZF16, WXLBO15]. **tags** [CPP+16, EHdBvO17, KK16, KLG14, ILTBH15, LK14, PHZF16]. **tailed** [KF16]. **take** [JS15]. **take-up** [JS15]. **taken** [LYCX14]. **Takes** [See17]. **Taking** [FSK+16, ZRG16]. **talent** [ZZE17]. **target** [Hil14b]. **targeted** [NLP16]. **Task** [HK17, CBM17, Du14b, Gre16, Kim15, Lai15, OHP16, SJ17, WOJB17]. **task-based** [Lai15]. **task-driven** [Du14b]. **tasks** [AGJ+16, Bor15c, EH15, Lai15, SJ17, STS14, SHG16, SHW+15, TT17, WSvPK16, Xia14, ZBKG14]. **Taxonomy** [KB17, KF16, LJ17, NGTKR15, WKC14]. **Taylor** [Hak14]. **Teacher** [DO14]. **teachers** [ELB17]. **Teaching** [Kon16, KT16a, MAAL+16]. **Team** [LGST15, DYB14, MR17, OHP16]. **teamwork** [WTvR16]. **Technical** [KB17]. **technique** [Har14]. **Technologiae** [Bru14]. **Technological** [Hil14b, Lan15, KNY+14, OMTK17, YL17b]. **technologies** [JS15, RRHL17, SRPS16, STD15, Cha14]. **Technology** [Ano14, BVH15, AGBN16, DB17b, Hill14a, Hof17, KT14a, LL17, LB16, MBVB17, NF15, FM14, Rog15]. **TED** [PYH16]. **Teen** [CBH16, EWX+16]. **Telecommunications** [Wei14b]. **television** [SP17]. **Temporal** [GHCW17, LS17, RCM+17b, SRG+16, TS16, WLC+14]. **Temporality** [BCAL15]. **Tencent** [LTD+15]. **term** [CL17, CLA+16, DLA14, KMD16, Ko15]. **term-weighting** [Ko15]. **Terminology** [GTZZ14, TPR17]. **terms** [LdMAdN16, RN16]. **territories** [ADC15]. **test** [FN17, Gre16, PDSB16, PB16]. **Testing** [Avs16, MBD15, Riv15, SL15, CBH16, MVL+14, PD3B16]. **Texas** [Hjø17]. **Text** [KCCZ+14, Sav15b, Sav16b, AFL+14, Cab16, DFB14, KF16, KLH17, Ko15, McC15, MDC+16, MH16, MRKT15, SRG+16, ZS14b, ZS16, DMD16]. **text-sharing** [Cab16]. **textbooks** [CLA+16]. **Texts** [Zem17, DMD16, MSK+14]. **textual** [GHKB+17, LML16]. **Thanks** [GB16]. **their** [Bor17, Che15, HCDÅ15, KK16, KTP14, MRKT15, TM15, Ts16, YCK16]. **them** [MBW+14]. **theoretical** [Mal15, SA15, TKB+17]. **theories** [SL15, Car14b, vR17a]. **Theorizing** [JS15]. **Theory** [Baw14, Cox14, PB16, WTV16, BMG+17, Bur14, C1L15, CC17, LA14, LML16, MBVB17, Riv15, WB15, ZSVB14, Hjø17]. **Theory-changing** [WTV16]. **theory-driven** [LML16]. **there** [Bor14b, Rub15, SYF17, TSY15]. **Thesauri** [Wei14a, Eng17a, Hjø15a, WKC14]. **Thesaurus** [KMKL15, Los16]. **these** [GARA+16]. **thirty** [NGTKR15]. **Thomas** [Car14b]. **thousand** [TR17]. **thread** [BBM16]. **Three** [SC17, Pra14a, WK16]. **three-class** [Pra14a]. **three-dimensional** [Pra14a]. **Threshold** [CZZY15, DMMF17].
33

thresholds [BdMA14]. ties [Cro15a, SMW14]. Time [EHdBvO17, Fie16, DAT+14, LB15, SHQ+16, TSRG16, Vas15, ZGBL17, ZSMF15, SR15].

**Time-based** [EHdBvO17]. **Time-dependent** [Fie16]. **time-stamped** [SHQ+16]. Today [Rou17, Eng17b]. together [TT17]. TOIM [LTD+15].

Tom [Hak14]. **tomographic** [LKKS17]. Toni [Car14a]. **tool** [DMdO16, DPN16, ZCW17].

top [Bor15b, Hal14, MMALCOM15, ZMJ14]. **Topic** [LTD+15, ABLS17, BMG+17, CCT14, DC14, HDZ+15, LN17, LB15, LLB16, LX17, Mat15, SHQ+16, ST16c, Yan15, ZZLS16]. **topic-based** [ZZLS16].

**Topic-level** [LTD+15, Yan15]. **topic-related** [CCT14]. topical [SKL17]. **topical** [HSK15]. topics [SLLL17, VZRP15, ZZZL17, HRB14].

**topicality** [SJK15]. topics [LTD+15, ABLS17, BMG+17, CCT14, DC14, HDZ+15, LN17, LB15, LLB16, LX17, Mat15, SHQ+16, ST16c, Yan15, ZZLS16, ST16c, Yan15, ZZLS16].

**Topic-related** [CCT14]. topical [SKL17]. **topicality** [HSK15].

**topology** [SJK15]. Total [PSB17, OMTSLC15, PSB16]. tourist [ADL15]. trace [TH16, YL14]. traces [LML16]. tracing [MHMW17, Tab14, LCHL14].

Tracking [BCAL15, DC14, GHCW17, KTS+15]. trade [WXLBO15]. trade-off [WXLBO15]. trading [YZ17]. training [FVGL14, Yu14].


**TREC** [TCP15]. **tree** [KLIH17]. trends [TK17c, VRF14, ZSMF15, VC15].

triangulation [WHvdZvdB17, WB15]. tribute [Car14a]. **triple** [CYP15, LPU15]. **triple-helix** [LPU15]. Trolling [SYF17]. Tropical [CRK14]. true [Hjø15a, Min16]. Trump [Tei17]. trust [H17, Yoo17].

Trustworthiness [TLA+16, DC15, HB14]. Truth [RL15b]. **Turing** [Hai16].

Tweet [YHS16, CCT14]. Tweet-biased [YHS16]. tweet [TGV+16].


two-stage [LS17, SGV14]. two-step [JLC16]. TX [Hjø17]. Type [KB17, AG15b, AKAS14, DTW16, Ior14, LB15, St.17]. Types [Oh17, BR16, CCLL14, GAR+16, HBS15, SJ17].


units [Vec14]. universities [DB17a]. University [Hai16, Hjø17, Sce17, Bor14c, BM15a, CJ16b, DB17a, DBBJ16, OMTSLC15, PRRC16]. unlikely

User [ALC+14, AMOM16, CS16b, DC15, JHJ15, LP16, LCK16, LLD+17, LCL16, XJKK17, AKAS14, AvS15, AvS16, BBM16, CBM17, EBD15, FSK+16, HT17, HLBr+17, KTS+15, KtPE14, LCLBY17, ILTBH15, MTHL15, MTK16, NGTKR15, PHe17, RCM+17b, SS14c, TBP+15, TPR17, TG17, Vec14, WMS+15, Zha14c, ZLCB15, ZYS15, ZGBIL17]. user-based [EBD15].

user-experience [AvS16, HLB+17]. User-level [LLD+17]. Users [WCC+17, Bea16, HCC15, JHJ15, KBC17, KMD16, LWA+17, PHZF16, STS14, Tab14, TK17c]. Uses [BI17, GRH+17, TK17c, WCC+17]. Using [ALYS16, BC17, DMMF17, GN17, HRB14, Hoo17, KK16, NLP16, YY16, ZY15, Ajj17, AG15b, AGBN16, BDA17, BM15a, BTMS16, BSZ+14, CPP+16, Che16, CY14, DBBJ16, EHBvO17, GNVqDma16, GISW15, Hal14, Har14, HB16, KBD+14, KLH17, Ko15, LCN17, Lew15, LdN17, LN17, LTD+15, LR14, MDC+16, MZA17, MBD15, OA15, Pmd14, RCJCTs16, SC17, SP17, SKZ+14, TND15, TDOF+16, ZLCB15, ZL16]. UTAUT [KT14a]. Utility [Rog15, BSvz17]. utilize [JJ14].
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